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Thought For The Week: ‘Demon Est Deus Inversus’ (‘The Devil Is God Inverted’)

     With the escalation of covid propaganda it is vital to inject some political and philosophical clarity into our 
thinking. How do societies work; upon what foundation are they built?
Coming together to form a family as the basic unit of society, people do so based on mutual love and cooperation. 
This, as prototype, is a demonstrable model for larger types if it is fit for purpose.  
This is the reason the revolutionaries are so anti-family, anti-husband especially, and also the wife to be equally 
responsible towards employment in spite of all the advancements in the industrial arts. 
     When families come together to form a community, they are also doing so based on mutual love and 
cooperation, which ensures a cohesive community structure. Cultural warfare in the form of class, religion, age 
and all other forms of fostered-antagonisms causes community strife, to fragment and fall apart. 
     When communities come together to form a state it is also based on mutual love and cooperation. States can 
become antagonistic towards other states in the form of economic wars, but this is generally due to insecurity and 
scarcity (of which we no longer suffer unless it is man induced famine – Joseph with his coat of many colours).
     The family model Prototype (based on mutual love and cooperation) holds “True” for all instances in the 
demonstrable world. China’s escalation of the nuclear arms race is an expression of insecurity and insistence of 
domination over others. As a nation, they are not at peace with themselves with little if any love and cooperation.
'There comes their soulless hand of tyranny from a philosophy of materialism'. There is no individual initiative 
nor creativity within all these oppressive Marxist regimes. This is where we are going if we follow the MSM 
propaganda towards totalitarianism. If the truth be known, the knowledge of nuclear arms was handed to China 
and Russia on a platter by the West in order to foster the dialectic – free world against communist world narrative.  
Without Hardware by C R Dalton is an historical record of the subverted Australian Nuclear Industry.
     Scott Morrison and Tony Abbott introduced the “no jab no play, no jab no pay” policy, as an act of ‘financial 
and medical violence’ against our young mums and their children - malevolence. Who would have thought this 
supposedly conservative 'encouragement' would end up in the current state of “no jab no job”? Yet it has.
     Unless we are evaluating these programs upon the correct principles of association, we may never know where 
their skewered principle will work through to until the observable conclusion - for the ill, not the good. 
     Medical ‘blackmail’ against young mums and our children has evolved into what we observe concerning all 
others who wish to continue employment. The principle of this association was wrong from the start. 
Medical choices must be from a position of informed consent and freely entering into agreement. Dissenters are 
not criminals, just people with a different point of view. Freedom - the right to chose or refuse one thing at a time.
     The Puritan rule-maker can be within us all - especially the ‘would be if they could be’ dictator. History has 
shown countless times that power cannot be exercised responsibly when in too few hands. Today is no different 
than every other time in history - the rules don’t change because we want them to, or we have forgotten them.  
We must recognise these rules (natural law) and set up our systems to accommodate them - limiting constitution.
     There is a prayer – ‘Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as in heaven’.  I see this as a Commission 
to look at the words of The Christ and the natural world and how they work best, and from there to bring these 
observations into our systems, be they family, society, government, organised religion, or finance. The principle 
of observing them in the real - natural world and then implementing them is the same - inductive science.

INVERTING BACK THE INVERTED By Arnis Luks
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    Using the organised church as an ignominious example 
- should the structure be from the top down, or should the 
structure be from the bottom up? I think demonstrably 
the current structure is corrupted with power by the 
'preference' for money, and needs to be inverted. 
    The local church is generally established upon the 
foundation of gifts of land, and then physically built 
from community effort, materials and support. Church 
organisations are currently selling off these gifts for 
financial gain, when in fact the property rightfully should 
be given back to the community from whence it came. 
While not necessarily illegal, the action certainly holds 
no moral standing on this issue. Administering taxation 
for charitable purposes does not elevate an immoral act. 
Should the traditional family have been given sufficient 
tax relief, and a just financial system put in place, the 
opportunity for an extended family is promoted and the 
'aged' cared for in the traditional home environment. The 
organised church's preference is money. This feeds into 
the cesspit of their observable inverted morality.
     So it is with the organised political parties. They are 
meant to serve, but being corrupted from the top down 
are an inversion of a Truth - ‘He that is the greatest 
among you shall be your servant’. If you wish to start 
a political movement or a local church, it is from this 
principle that you must build. All other efforts are simply 
power movements with differing labels.
     Within this week’s reading list came the title : 
“… and forgive them their Debts” by Michael Hudson. 
His work reinforced my mention of the two trains of 
thought within the Old Testament record, one originating 
within the Mosaic Tradition, and the other emerging from 
the teachings of the Rabbi Hillel, a founder of rabbinical 
Judaism, who sponsored the prosbul clause, by which 
creditors obliged their clients to waive their rights to 
have their debts cancelled in the ‘Year of Jubilee’. 
The schism within the Mosaic Tradition was perhaps five 
hundred years before Christ's birth. You will read in the 
New Testament Jesus’ teachings left the people ‘amazed’ 
- it was not as the Scribes and Pharisees...    St. Paul, 
himself a Pharisee, trained in the Law by Hillel as known 
by the ‘Traditions of the Elders’. There was no such 
religion ‘known as Judaism’ in the time of Christ.  
According to Benjamin Freedman's “Facts are 
Facts”: prior to 1775 the word ‘Jew’ did not exist 
in any language.  It was introduced into the English 
language for the first time by Sheridan in his play “The 
Rivals”.  Now go on to read what Jesus had to say about 
the  ‘Traditions of the Elders’ .   When these people 
speak of ‘The Law’ they are invoking the Rabbinical 
oral additions onto the Mosaic Tradition.  These Oral 
additions were recorded as The Talmud.  Several books 
from our online website library build onto this argument:
The Controversy of Zion - Douglas Reed,
The Law of Civilisation and Decay - Brooks Adams,
The Babylonian Woe - David Astle
The Tallies, A Tangled Tail  - David Astle

     In the first reported sermon delivered by Jesus, He 
unrolled the scroll of Isaiah and announced His mission 
to restore the Year of Our Lord.  The purpose of the Year 
of Our Lord is the “Jubilee”, to not only forgive financial 
debts both personal and national, but also the restoration 
to right order of all those other things ‘inverted’.
     The word “usury” is not only the exploitation of the 
‘use’ of the medium of money, but has its origins with the 
bite of the serpent from the garden of Eden – (‘mortgage’ 
as the grip of death).  We can see the ever-encroaching 
expression of usury with the confiscation of all the assets 
of our nation into the hands of the merchant bankers by 
the distorted use of our system of measurement referred 
to as finance. 
     Cane, who killed his brother Abel, was the author 
of 'weights and measures' mentioned by the ancient 
historian Josephus. This is another archetypal illustration 
of the schism of the Mosaic Tradition to fraudulently 
achieve the inheritance - all these kingdoms of the 
world...if you bow down and worship me... 
     A young 'Australia' concluded the WWI campaign and 
found itself virtually debt free in 1919. Yet within five 
years a treacherous government had set us on the path 
where we find ourselves today, irredeemably indebted to 
the money merchants through this corrupted inversion of 
our financial measuring system - usury.  Joseph (coat of 
many colours) had used this identical trap against Egypt.
     The Christian church demonstrates this same 
philosophical schism as happened within the Mosaic 
Tradition.  Irredeemable debt (laissez faire) in its 
many political forms such as Whiggism or Puritanism, 
is currently expressed within neoliberalism and 
libertarianism, are not only ‘not’ condemned, but 
actively encouraged as legitimate. Today’s church is not 
schizophrenic, it is corrupted from the top down and has 
been overrun by Hillel's teachings of the chosen people 
ruling over all others - ...Demon Est Deus Inversus..
He that is the greatest among you shall be your servant 
     The Christ made the 'key' of the knowledge of God 
available to all mankind, not an elect or anointed - the 
sun to shine...rain to fall on the just and unjust alike.
     One of my greatest difficulties was attempting 
to reconcile the Christian God of Love in the New 
Testament with the God of the Old Testament where the 
most savage and treacherous acts are recorded as having 
been committed in His name.  Later I came to realise 
that irrespective of the imperfections of the record of 
Christ as given in the four Gospels of Matthew, Mark, 
Luke and John, nearly two thousand years of history 
had convincingly demonstrated that : when the Truths 
enunciated by The Christ were applied in human affairs, 
a new, creative civilisation came into existence.  
     C H Douglas shed a blinding light on much of what 
had appeared obscure or irrelevant concerning modern 
Christianity.  His presentation of the vital importance of 
the Doctrine of the Incarnation was such a revelation and 
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I have long come to the conclusion that Douglas Social 
Credit is, as Douglas said, “practical Christianity,” and 
that the very future of genuine Christianity depends upon 
understanding these revelations of Douglas Social Credit.
     Douglas reconciled the deliberate corruption of 
our financial system, by placing it into right order 
permanently, (inverting back the inverted), with the 
National Dividend, based on the 'purpose', the Truth 
or justification for any economic system as being for 
‘consumption’, not profit (as in the teachings of Hillel).  
Jesus demonstrated this beautifully with the feeding 
of the 5,000 from two fish and several small loaves of 
bread. He did in quick time what man can do every day 
in normal time - a pair of fish in the natural environment 
(order) can go on to produce enough to feed the 5000 as 
does enough heads of grain go on to produce more grain 
and flour for the farmer to also feed the 5000. 
     The crowd of 5,000 did not have to work nor toil in 
order to have their physical needs met by our Lord -  
seek ye first...and all these things will be added unto you.

The Christian faith is available for all of mankind. 
HOW A HEALTHY PERSON BECAME A ‘CASE’ OF DISEASE IN 2020-21 

By Judy Wilyman PhD
My PhD has now been downloaded thousands of times 
and in March 2020 my book, “Vaccination: Australia’s 
Loss of Health Freedom”, became available just as 
everyone globally was being locked down.
     This happened because in 2020-21 all the traditional 
measures for controlling infectious diseases were 
reversed for the first time in history by the World Health 
Organisation (WHO). This organisation, advised by 
the corporate-public partnerships in the GAVI alliance, 
including the Federation of Pharmaceutical Companies, 
falsely claimed that healthy (asymptomatic) people are a 
‘risk’ to the community if the virus is identified in their 
body.
     This was stated by the WHO scientists in March 2020 
even though the WHO had no data to base this claim 
on in March 2020. Remember, this novel Coronavirus 
2019 (SARS-Cov-2) only appeared in January 2020 and 
there was no evidence provided to support the statement 
that healthy people without symptoms were a risk to the 
community. It was being assumed that a positive PCR 
result, a test that cannot diagnose disease, indicated an 
asymptomatic ‘case’ of disease. 
     This assumption has led to journalists and health 
departments reporting healthy people as a ‘case’ of 
disease in 2020-21, wildly inflating the risk from this 
alleged new flu virus in the media. This false assumption 
has led to healthy people being locked up in quarantine 
for two weeks as well as to the unnecessary masking 
of healthy people, social distancing and isolating of the 
elderly. 
     The mainstream media is not required to list the 
symptoms of the ‘cases’ of disease they are reporting, 

and this has enabled the government to hide this fact. 
This allows the media to frighten the public with cases 
of disease that are healthy people (no symptoms), and 
deaths that are elderly people with co-morbidity, that die 
with the flu every year. The difference is that this year, 
the media is reporting these deaths - normally you do not 
hear about them.
     The fact that the WHO did not have any evidence in 
March 2020 to support the claim that ‘asymptomatic’ 
people are a risk to society, is provided by **Dr. Maria 
Van Kerkhove, on 8 June 2020 – only three months after 
the ‘pandemic’ was declared. This WHO spokesperson 
appears to understand the traditional measures of 
controlling infectious diseases because she states that you 
isolate the people with symptoms and trace their contacts 
to prevent transmission.
**https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZoIOyiZnt8&t=2067s
     However, even though she states that asymptomatic 
transmission is ‘very rare’, because the WHO doesn’t 
have any data to claim otherwise, she concludes that the 
WHO still advises that ‘some people without symptoms 
can still transmit the virus on.’
     The flaw in this WHO statement is that there 
is a difference between transmitting the virus and 
transmitting disease. Whilst the virus can be passed on 
from a sub-clinical infection this does not lead to disease 
in the majority of cases in countries with good public 
health infrastructure.
     Infection only leads to disease when there are poor 
environmental conditions or poor host characteristics. 
Hence, asymptomatic people do not transmit disease 
in the population, they transmit infection that is mostly 

"Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened,  
and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and 
learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, 

and you will find rest for your souls.  
For my yoke is easy and my burden is light." 

     Our leaders have made the way ahead a maze, a 
labyrinth of confusion and strife. Seek, and you will find. 
Knock, and the door will be opened to you...Knocking 
at His door can be done anywhere, anytime, and from 
any station in this life. Not just in a church, although He 
is there, not just listening to a 'leader', although He is 
there as well. You can find Him quietly on your knees, 
or standing tall observing the wonder and bounty of His 
creation.  The Christ made the 'key' of the knowledge of 
God available to all others, not just an elect or anointed 
- the sun to shine...rain to fall on the just and unjust 
alike. Christ as given in the four Gospels of Matthew, 
Mark, Luke and John, has convincingly demonstrated 
that : when His Truths are applied in human affairs, a 
new, creative civilisation comes into existence. 
   All these things are added unto you..   ***
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…Solzhenitsyn had every reason to hate his captors. He 
had every reason to feel victimized and plot revenge. 
After all, he was an innocent man wrongly convicted 
for speaking the truth. But he did something that went 
beyond victimhood and scapegoating; he looked within 
himself. He contemplated his life and asked himself how 
he might have contributed to the creation of the regime in 
which he was now imprisoned. His time spent in multiple 
labor camps made him realize that the degradation of the 
society and state is a consequence of the degradation of 
the individual. 
When the Russian Revolution erupted, many innocent 
lives were lost at the hands of furious mobs acting at the 
behest of the “oppressed.” This coincided with a massive 
loss of life on the battlefields of the first World War. 
Before the Revolution and before the hypnotic frenzy 
of the mob, Russia had been a flawed but thoroughly 
devout, traditional country. She was soon fed an 
overwhelming amount of socialist and utopian ideas from 
Europe. This import of radical socialist ideology came 
after a combination of liberalism and nihilism supplanted 
the traditional axiom of Orthodoxy that had held the 
country together. 
Fyodor Dostoevsky wrote about this embryonic era of 
nihilistic movements in his novel Demons. Dostoevsky 
argued that for a morally upright society, or a society 
striving for moral uprightness, to sustain itself, it 
must have a foundation that is not only firm but also 
transcendent; and by being transcendent, even Kings and 
Queens must subject themselves to it. For Dostoevsky, 
that foundation had to be God. Once that foundation is 
removed, the ground becomes ripe for artificial religion 
— i.e., hateful ideologies — to grow and spread like 
wildfire. Man is an innately religious animal, and he 
must have an axiom by which to live and exist, either 
devouringly or fruitfully....

TO FIND THE TRUTH, LOOK WITHIN  
By Surit Dasgupta
Extract from "Responsibility Is the Antidote to Tyranny"
The timeless wisdom of ‘The Gulag Archipelago’ by 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

beneficial when good conditions exist: asymptomatic 
‘cases’ generate natural herd immunity.
     This is the reason why the WHO changed the 
definition of ‘herd immunity’ in December 2020. It was 
to claim that only vaccine created herd immunity would 
be successful with COVID19 disease. This was claimed 
without any risk-benefit data for the COVID19 vaccine: 
this drug had not been trialled in humans in December 
2020.
     The WHO changed this definition without providing 
any scientific evidence to support the claim that ‘vaccines 
can create herd immunity’ and without any scrutiny 
from the scientific community.  Therefore, the claim has 
not been validated and it has been done to support the 
WHO’s desired outcome; to make the world reliant on 
vaccines.
     Viruses are around us all the time and we do not need 
to eradicate them to live without disease. This is because 
viruses on their own cannot cause disease: the cause of 
disease from infectious agents is multifactorial.
     This is where the GAVI/ WHO partnerships have 
deceived the public in 2020. Scientists have known 
since 1950 that viruses mostly cause sub-clinical 
infections, that never develop disease symptoms, due 
to improvements in public health infrastructure and 
nutrition.
     It is these sub-clinical infections that resulted in herd 
immunity in the population of developed countries by 
1950/60. This led public health officials to claim that 
‘infectious deaths fell before widespread vaccination 
was implemented’ (Fiona Stanley, Australian of the 
Year for Public Health, 2003). Even smallpox of cases 
with symptoms was not controlled until after 1950 
when isolation of cases with symptoms and case-tracing 
strategies played a significant role in the decline of this 
disease.
     The fraudulent claims that are being made by the 
WHO are effectively manipulating public behaviour 
because the corporate-sponsored mainstream media and 
big tech companies are working together to censor public 
debate.
     If this was a conspiracy theory, as the mainstream 
media would like you to believe, I would have hoped 
that the industry-lobby groups who petitioned to have 
my PhD removed in 2016 - after it was published on the 
University website – were successful. But they weren’t.
     The University stood by this thesis because it 
provided the evidence to support the fact that global 
health policy is being designed by a collaboration of 
industry-partners. This is also supported by the extreme 
censorship of many doctors, scientists, and activists 
also providing this evidence to you in 2021.  Science 
is only validated when it stands up to scrutiny from the 
community, so human health is at serious risk until we 
have this scientific debate.


